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     The continued wet weather in the Esk/Brisbane Valley has kept our  

operations here somewhat reduced.  Again we have had to at times close some of the 
runways and taxiway areas.  At this time, only the 12/30 parallel strip is closed but of 
course the main 12/30 runway is operational. 

      

     Ron Dunn continues to keep us informed of the conditions at the airfield and often 
walks the whole airfield looking for problem areas affecting safety. 

 
     Let us all hope the weather god is kind to us during the All-in Fly-in  
scheduled for mid-May.   
 
     The Gold Coast Air-League has shown great enthusiasm to attend this Fly-in and we will offer them all            
assistance to spend the week-end with us. 
 

Blue Skies. 

Bruce Clarke 

     QVAG members have been advised that this year’s Festival of Flight (FOF) will be held at Caboolture. The 2010 
FOF held at Watts Bridge, was a resounding success, but that success highlighted some serous shortcomings, one 
of which resulted in the Airfield being out of pocket by many thousands of dollars. Watts Bridge Airfield (WBMA) 
does not make any money  out of the FOF, not one cent. Each year, after the FOF, QVAG makes a donation to 
WBMA. In 2010 the donation was $1000. This covers the executive committee membership fees and helps towards 
the set up costs of the airfield (extensive grass   mowing etc).  

     Due to the lack of additional facilities on the field during the FOF, the multitudes of people were       confined to 
use the toilet facilities owned by QVAG, approximately six  toilets, and the two  public toilets permanently on the 
field. The airfield sewerage plant is designed to cater for about 200 people per weekend. The extra  numbers using 
the facilities resulted in the overloading and eventual breakdown of the sewerage system at Watts Bridge. The repair 
bill has been in excess of $10,000. 

     The  2010 FOF Debrief Report written  by the Event Co-ordinator, Mr C Justo, recommended not proceeding with 
the FOF  in 2011.  Reprinted here is an extract from that report. 

 

Extract. STRONGEST RECOMMENDATION: 

Unfortunately, the FOF has become a victim of its own success and the on going lack of human resources 

To service the event has exceeded the breaking point! To a lesser degree but as important, the infrastructure on the 
Airfield is unable to cope with the increased numbers! Based on our ability to merely maintain the status quo with 
regard the number of assistants, it is my firmest Belief that we can no longer conduct the FOF event and thus I     
recommend that the 2011 event be CANCELLED! 

End of extract. 

 

     In light of the huge monetary loss suffered by the Airfield , the Airfield came to the same conclusion, as such a 
large monetary loss could not be sustained and it was decided that public fly-ins such as the FOF, which attracted 
large numbers of the public, could not be supported. WBMA called a meeting with QVAG in order to explore         
alternative possibilities for the FOF. Maybe it could be held in a different format... Like the earlier Festivals, more 
about the aircraft and their pilots and less emphasis in getting  the public through the gate. The meeting would also 
be an opportunity to “clear the air” between the two groups, as there had been mistruths, misunderstandings, and 
miscommunication. A chance to get to the truth and get everything out in the open! QVAG declined to attend this 
meeting. The rest is history and the FOF is going to Caboolture. 

 

     WBMA wishes QVAG every success in this year’s FOF at Caboolture. WBMA is always willing to host fly-ins big 
or small, as long as the usual event requirements are met. If requirements are not met the Airfield just cannot handle 
large numbers of the public. Indeed  we are all looking forward to our own All In Fly-In on May 21, where all the 
home base groups come together and showcase Watts Bridge Airfield. 

 F E S T I VA L  O F  F L I G H T  M O V I N G  T O  C A B O O L T U R E  

 P R E S I D E N T ’ S  R E P O R T  



 

 

     Leaseholders are 
reminded to keep their 
blocks of land in a neat and 
tidy condition. The Airfield 
does not have the 
recourses to be looking 
after private blocks. 
Expenditure on mowing fuel 
is high, allowing only public 
areas to be serviced.  A tidy 
block reduces the threat of 
vermin and snakes.  

******* 

     Another timely reminder 
about the speed limit of 
20kmh on the airfield roads. 
Dust causes problems for 
people and machines. Local 
farmers living on a dirt 
roads  have mentioned the 
high speed of vehicles that 
drive by his door en-route to 
the Airfield. Mention the 
speed limit to your visitors. 
Fly Neighbourly and Drive 
on the airfield neighbourly!! 

******* 

     During the recent “big 
wet” a well known member 
was spotted feverously 
digging a drain to enable 
the storm water to escape 
from his Hangar. Now there 
is nothing odd about that, 
except he was clad only in 
his black underpants. 
Claimed he was running out 
of clothes.  

******* 

     This well fed red belly 
black snake was spotted 
down around the private 
hangar area.  With the 
weather we have been 
having snakes are on the 
move and airfield users 
should be alert but not 
alarmed! 

SNIPPETTS 

     All pilots and aviation enthusiasts are invited to the Watts Bridge Airfield 
Open Day, celebrating the rich diversity of all forms of recreational  

aviation.   Watts Bridge Memorial Airfield, situated in the Brisbane Valley is 
the home base for a wide range of aircraft including Vintage, Aerobatic and 
Recreational Aircraft as well as Gyroplanes, War Birds and a variety of 
Homebuilt Aircraft.“ Over 120 Aircraft Attended The All-In Fly-In 2010”  

     The Fly-In is an all day event with on-field catering and coffee available. 
Entry is free with no landing fees. The event builds upon the success of last 
year when over 120 aircraft attended. 

     The fly-in is organized by all the Home Base Groups as a great day out 
for pilots and aviation devotees to promote all forms of recreational  

aviation.   So mark the 21st May down in your diary as a not to be missed 
opportunity for some flying fun! 
 For more information contact:    Richard Faint 0412-317-754  

 A L L - I N  F L Y - I N  2 0 1 1  

http://www.wattsbridge.com.au/files/promotions/aifi2011.pdf


R O C K W E L L  U P G R A D E D  
     Watt’s Bridge members Jack and 

Chris Houwing recently had their      
Rockwell 114 upgraded to “Super 
Commander” status. 

     The original 260hp engine has been 
changed to a Lycoming 580 developing 
320hp, and the propeller is now a 3 
blade Hartzell  Scimitar. 

     Quite a sum of money has also 
been removed from Jack’s wallet. 

     The result is a cruising TAS of 
170kts and a much increased climb 
rate.  

     Jack said, this is quite useful when    
climbing IFR  and looking to get on top. 

     Jack also said that there was no 
truth in the story that he has  to select 
“Fast Forward” on the GPS moving map  display in order to keep up with the increased speed! 

C H AN GIN G O F  
T H E  GUAR D 

 

     Longtime stalwart  Joanne  

Winter (left) recently sold her Air 
Chalet to new member Peter 
Biddle. (right) Joanne, along with 
her late husband Shane had 
owned the Chalet for over 
12years, being one of the first few          
constructed on the field. 

     Peter was an early member of 
QVAG in its foundation years 
along with Graham Orphan and 
others. Peter owns a nicely      
restored Cessna 170  and we 
hope to have a photograph for the 
next issue. 

Owner/Builder John Gross (pictured left) 
preparing his Grumman Panther replica for 
a flight  from Watts to Boonah. John hopes 
to have the jet on show at the All In Fly-In 
on May 21. 



     Bruce and Mary Clarkes’ Super Acrosport 1 recently flew for the first time following a lengthy           
rebuild period.  

     Bruce purchased the aircraft some years ago as a rebuild project and has worked on the aircraft on a 
casual basis while also building one (and a half ) World 1 replicas.  

     A friend and test pilot Brian Taylor from Whangarei New Zealand won the prize of first flight. Brian has 
been a test pilot for over 10 years and gave the plane a good work out.  Following the  flight, Brian        
reported the aircraft flew faultlessly and could be described as a poor man’s Pitts, with most of the        
attributes but none of the vices.  

     After flying several times day for three days Brian remarked that Watts Bridge was “a neat place” and 
that “the airfield was up there on his list of best”.  

     Meanwhile, Bruce who has been flying for over 45 years, is lacking a little recency,  and has been    
doing some  dual Chipmunk  flying to get up to speed. 

     After getting back to speed Bruce is looking forward to some spirited flying in the RAA registered       
Acrosport.  

     When next out at Watt’s drop by and have a cold drink with Bruce, he would enjoy having a chat. 

 S U P E R   A C R O S P O R T  1  R E B U I L D  



     Recently the airfield played host to a former German World War 2 Luftwaffe pilot. Werner Leist served 
with the German Air force towards the end of the war, flying ME109 fighter aircraft, based in the South of 
Germany.  

     Werner said he recalls being chased by mustangs on occasions however he did say he didn’t “ kill any 
aero planes”, his task was low level strafing.  

     One of Werner’s interesting tales was about getting selected to fly the jet powered ME 262 and 
spending considerable time at ground school. Werner said there were about 200 ME262 s’ at the field 
where the ground school was located, covered in camouflage waiting to be flown by the new pilots. 
Orders from “above” came through dictating that the aircraft were not be flown and sadly Werner missed 
out on the plumb job.  

     The war soon finished and Werner moved to South Africa where he flew in air shows, owned a tiger 
moth and ran charter companies and small airlines. 

     When things became a bit tough in South Africa Werner emigrated to Australia and now resides in 
Brisbane.  

     During his stay Werner took a short flight in Ron Dunn's’ CT4A which he described as “fabulous”.  

     Werner then took a stroll over to Bill Finlens Tiger Moth Emporium where he selected a steed from the 
many machines available. Bill did the honors' and they were both away for a beautiful sunset flight. On 
arrival back on terra firma Werner was full of praise for the Tiger and its experienced pilot. 

Werner hopes to be on the field for the all in fly-in, on May 21. 

 

(Left) 

Werner and friend after 
his CT4A flight. 

 

 

 

 

(below left) 

Werner ready for  

departure. 

 

 

(below) It was  all 
smiles for Werner and 
Bill at the end of the 
flight. 

 

 L U F T W A F E F E  P I L O T  F L Y S  A G A I N  



 

     This beautiful aircraft was spotted on the move recently at Watts Bridge. The aircraft is a LET 200D 
MORAVA  manufactured in Czechoslovakia. 

     Proud owner, and WBMA member , Phil Cooper was moving the aircraft to Ian and Annette Purdies’ 
Hangar where it will be housed until its own permanent home will be constructed at Watts Bridge. 

     The engines and propellers have been overhauled and may be mated to the aircraft in time for the  

All-In Fly-in  to be held on the field in May 21. Fingers Crossed! 

     The MORAVA is a roomy 5 seater powered by two Walter M337 6 cylinder engines of 210hp each. 

 The  art deco style luxurious interior has to be seen to be appreciated This unique aeroplane will be  a 
glamorous addition to the varied types residing at Watts Bridge. 

Apparently the engines don’t run on avgas. You just fill it with euros!! 

ALL  HANDS  ON  DECK  

 

     Early April saw  a new first 
at Watts Bridge with the     
introduction of the   garbage 
trailer. The trailer was scratch 
built by Peter Freeman and 
holds a compliment of eight 
bins, requiring only one     
journey to the front  gate on 
garbage days. 

       

  

N EW  GARBAGE  TR AILER   



     Last weekend your intrepid reporter was whisked away into the hills to member Darryl Hardy’s property 
to inspect his Stewart P51 build project. First impression is WOW! This is a serious aero plane! The S51 
is an all aluminum replica of the North American P51 at approximately 70% scale. The aircraft is to be 
powered initially by a small block Chevy V8 engine, which may be later updated to a big block. The 
propeller is straight from a King Air. 

     Darryl said that the cross country cruise speed is  220kts with a rate of climb of over 4000fpm. The 
quality or workmanship on the aircraft is outstanding and attention to detail is obvious.  

     Darryl is a lame and has built other aircraft, including a “one design” aerobatic aircraft which recently 
had its first flight at watts bridge. It may be a little while before we see the s51 at Watts Bridge, however it 
certainly will be waiting for! 

 D A R R Y L ’ S   D E L I G H T  

This photo taken at Watts Bridge gives real meaning 
to the birds name "Tawny Frog Mouth Owl".  

     Peter Freeman’s  new hanger  
is moving alone quite quickly.                       

     Once finished the hanger will 
hold three planes. 

     Peter is hoping to have the 
hanger up and ready soon.                         

     Pictured here is Rod 
Mill with his new 

assistant Ron Dunn on 
the smaller Hustler 
mower. Mowing is a 
constant guessing 

game between keeping 
fuel costs down, the 

grass down and does 

that really need to be 
mowed this week? 

     What a 
perfect way to 
spend the day.  

Planes, 
sunshine, Coffee 
and peace and 

quite. 


